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 Internet of things is the latest booming innovation in the current period, 
which lets the physical entity to process and intervene with the virtual 
entities. As all the entities relate to each other, it generates load of data, 
which lacks proper security and privacy standards. Cryptography is one of 
the domains of Network Security, which is one such mechanism that helps 
the data transmission process to be secure enough over the wireless or wired 
channel and along with that, it provides authenticity, confidentiality, integrity 
of data and prevents repudiation. In this paper, we have proposed an alternate 
enhanced cryptographic solution combing the characteristic of symmetric, 
asymmetric encryption algorithms and Public Key Server. Here, the key pairs 
of end points (User’s Device and IoT device) are generated using Elliptic 
Curve Cryptography and the respective public keys are registered in Public 
Key Server along with their unique MAC address. Thereafter, both the ends 
will agree on one common private secret key, which will be the base for 
further cryptographic process using AES algorithm. This model can be called 
as multi-phase protection mechanism. It will make the process of data 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
The Internet of Things (IoT) is an ecosystem of small-connected computational devices, which 
allows things to connect, collect and transact data, making it capable of directly communicating with 
computerized systems. IoT has changed the meaning of Internet, making it closer to people's livelihoods. 
Being capable of communicating over network, they are highly prone to security attacks and securing them is 
quite challenging. It is very much important to have a secure model for IoT device communication or the way 
IoT handles the data, so that the data remains secure. 
As we can see from Figure 1, which is the architecture of IoT we have three layers: Physical Layer, 
Network Layer and Application Layer where Physical Layer being the bottom and Application being the top. 
The bottom part of IoT device is sensor that is able to connect to things and collect data from it. The data 
being collected by sensors needs to be parsed to make it understandable hence, we will use some secure 
network connectivity to transfer those collected data to some end point. Application layer is the layer in 
which we will persist our logic, UI design, etc. [1]. 
Protecting information and communication through the use of codes so that only those for whom the 
information is intended can read and process it is called Cryptography. This is one such mechanism through 
which we can maintain the security at any point of time. Figure 2 indicates, two Cryptography classification: 
a) Symmetric Algorithm, b) Asymmetric Algorithm. 
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Figure 1. Simple IoT architecture 
 
 
Symmetric technique utilizes one common key, which is known as Secret Key for both the 
encryption and deception process, while on the other side asymmetric technique use separate keys (key pairs) 
for encryption and deception process. The main loophole in any technique is sharing the keys. In our 
proposed model, we will be using features of both the techniques along with Public Key Server for key 
exchange mechanism. 
In this paper, an enhanced encryption technique, which combines multiple encryption algorithms, 
Key Server mechanism is implemented for maintaining Confidentiality, Integrity and Authentication. So that 
the data being transmitted over internet between different nodes is safe and secure. We are dealing with IoT 
everyday in our life, which makes it very much important to make the communication of such devices secure 





Figure 2. Different cryptography techniques 
 
 
2. RELATED WORK 
Usman et al. [2], this paper presents a lightweight encryption algorithm named as Secure IoT (SIT). 
They proposed a model in which a 64-bit block cipher requires 64-bit key to encrypt the data. 
The architecture of the algorithm is a mixture of festal and a uniform substitution-permutation network. 
This paper addresses the security of IoT along with computational power of any IoT device. Razzaq et al. [3] 
This paper presents the existence of different security attack and their respective countermeasures. Along 
with that, various security requirements or standards were stated to mitigate such attacks to some extent. 
Iqbal et al. [4] This paper aims to provides an overview about Internet of Things along with the major 
security challenges because of its exponential growth and different security primitives and solution 
approached are being taken to make communication secure and to protect the user’s data. 
Ahemd et al. [5] In this paper, the authors have evaluated the security challenge in all the layers of 
the IoT architecture and their respective solutions proposed. Not just that, different important security 
techniques like encryption are also analysed in the IoT context along with the countermeasures. 
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Kunchok et al. [6] Author of this paper has proposed three way secured data encryption mechanism, which 
compiles the features of different encryption algorithms, which makes the data being sent over network 
secure. Mayuri A. Bhabad, Sudhir T. Bagade [7] This paper has mainly focused on the concept of IoT, and its 
architecture and different possible security attacks along with suggested preventive methods and further areas 
of research needed. 
 
 
3. BRIEF PREAMBLE TO “ENHANCED ENCRYPTION TECHNIQUE” 
3.1. Public key server 
Public Key Server is a server, which maintains the public keys of different entities; furthermore, 
it makes public keys of all the entities available in a common database where everybody can have access to it 
for encrypting messages to the respective entities. In our model, we have developed our own Public Key 
Server using Apache Web Server, which delivers the public key based on the parameter passed. Figure 3 
illustrates the response from Public Key Server. Whenever the IoT boots up in the initial phase for the first 
time, it registers itself in the Public Key Server securely over HTTPS network by passing its Mac Address, 
Public Key as a parameter, so that it can communicate with network. Similarly, when User opens their app in 
the initial phase, a secure request is made over HTTPS to the Public Key Server for registering the 





Figure 3. Querying to a public key server 
 
 
3.2. Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) 
The Public Key Server dealing with Public Keys were generated using ECC or Elliptic Curve 
Cryptography. ECC is an asymmetric cryptography algorithm, which is entirely computed on the algebraic 
complexity of elliptic curve over finite fields. Rather than implementing conventional key generation 
technique as the output of two primes, ECC generates Keys using the curve’s degree of point. Even in 
blockchain implementations, ECC is used to generate Private and Public Key pairs [8]. 
 
3.3. Elliptic curve diffie hellman (ECDH) 
Elliptic curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH) is a key agreement protocol that allows two entities to 
establish a shared key based on the public-private key pairs of both the entities generated using ECC [9]. 
a. Alice and Bob, both generates key Paris using ECC by taking a point on the curve using the format: 
 
with a prime number ‘p’ which is 
2256 − 232 − 29 − 28 − 27 − 26 − 24 – 1 
All the operations will be (mod p) 
b. The private keys of both users are some random numbers 
dA = Alice’s Private/Secret Key 
dB = Bob’s Private/Secret Key 
c. ‘G’ is the greatest Point on the elliptic Curve 
d. Alice’s and Bob’s Public key will be: 
QA (Alice’s Public Key) = dA x G 
QB (Bob’s Public Key) = dB x G 
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Then both Alice and Bob will exchange their public Keys with each other. And then, they both will 
use opponent’s Public Key and their own Private Key to calculate the Shared Secret Key 
SharedKey_Alice = dA x dB x G 
SharedKey_Bob = dB x dA x G 










Figure 5. Internal Computation of ECDH 
 
 
3.4. Advanced encryption standard (AES) 
The Advanced Encryption Standard is a block cipher algorithm based on symmetric key and it is a 
standard for best secure and classified cryptographic process. As we can see from Figure 6, AES comprises 
of three fixed size 128-bit block ciphers along with key sizes of 128, 192 and 256 bits. Key size is unlimited, 
whereas the block size maximum is 256 bits. The AES design is based on a substitution-permutation network 
(SPN) and does not use the Data Encryption Standard (DES) Feistel network [10]. 
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Figure 6. AES Design 
 
 
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  
In our proposed model, we have four main key stages for secure data transmission. Our model 
comprises the properties of both symmetric and asymmetric algorithms along with Public Key Servers 
distribution technique. In symmetric cryptography, we have only one common key for both encryption 
process and decryption process. Having common key for both the process, Symmetric algorithm tends to be 
faster in the whole process as there is no key pair generation involved. On the other side, Asymmetric 
Cryptography have separate keys for encryption and decryption cryptographic process hence, also called 
Public Key Cryptography. This proposed model established a secure channel along with sub sequence 
cryptographic processes. Main goal is to transfer data/commands effectively and efficiently from one end 
(IoT) to another (User) securely while maintaining the Confidentiality, Integrity, Authentication. 
Initially, entities (IoT devices, User/Users device) have to register itself in Public Key Server by 
passing its Public Keys, which is generated using Elliptic Curve Cryptography, Mac Address, which is 
unique to everyone as a parameter. If already registered then the registration process is skipped. After that, 
both the entities (IoT Device and User) will exchange their public keys securely with proper authentication so 
that no interception happens and no attacks like MITM takes place. Upon successfully exchanging the Public 
Keys, both entities will agree upon one common shared secret key which is computed using Elliptic curve 
Diffie Hellman. The Shared Secret Key will be an input to AES encryption algorithm, which will be 





Figure 7. Proposed model 
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4.1.  Stages to implement “enhanced encryption technique” 
Every request made is over HTTPS network. 
1. Alice being an IoT device and Bob being a user, will generate their key pairs using Elliptic Curve 
Cryptography.  
2. Both the entities will then register itself in the Public Key Server securely over HTTPS network by 
passing their Public Keys and Mac Address as a parameter. 
3. Alice and Bob will exchange their Public Keys securely over HTTPS network along with their Mac 
address with each other. 
4. Upon receiving, Bob will query the Public Key Server Securely over HTTPS by passing Mac Address 
sent by Alice.  
5. Public Key Server will respond with the Public Key of an entity from the public database, whose Mac 
Address is same as the requested one, which here will be of Alice’s 
6. Alice will do the same with Bob’s Mac address and Public Key.  
7. Now, Bob and Alice will verify if the Public Key received from opponent, party and Public Key Server 
are equal. 
8. Upon success verification, Bob and Alice will agree on one common Shared Secret Key using each 
other’s public Keys which they already have it now using Elliptic curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH). 




5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Internet of Things has changed the usage of Internet by expanding the possibilities to sky limit. This 
proposed work concludes that the solutions provided by enhanced encryption technique, which comprise the 
features of symmetric, asymmetric cryptography along with Public Key Server technique for key exchange 
provides a better effective and efficient solution as compared with other existing models. In future, if the 
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